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Isolated roof for a single mother with five children – accomplished
Posted: 20 Nov 2011 09:45 AM PST

Mrs. Marica is a single mother which grows five children.
Beaten and abandoned by her drunken husband, she remained homeless. Now she lives in an old shack, in the Racajdia village, Caras Severin County. The conditions where this family lives are hard to describe. They had no firewood for this winter, didn’t have a good stove to cook on and to heat, and whenever it rained outside, it rained inside the house too. The roof of the old shack where this family lives is made of concrete slabs, among them the water flows in the house. The worst is in the winter, when snow builds up on the roof, then melts, flowing in the house. There were nights when the children were sleeping covered with nylon, so that water doesn’t fall on them.
In this charity project, Maranatha Romania made them a tiled stove, bought them firewood for the whole winter, bought food and isolated them the roof so that they no longer have problems with the rain.

We thank God and those who have supported us in this project.

Related posts:

1. **Help a single mother with five children to have a stove fire in this winter WATCH VIDEO**
2. **WATCH VIDEO – A new bed for a single mother with five children**

3. **Help a single mother to grow her girl**

---

**A man with no arms and no legs got a stovefire – accomplished**

Posted: 20 Nov 2011 08:42 AM PST
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Mr. Ion lives in the forest in a deserted house. He has no electricity, no phone signal, no address... A few years ago he suffered an accident in the forest, while working on a TAF (forestry tractor). The car skidded into a ravine, was thrown out of the cabin and the car fell on him, cutting off his feet and hands. Since then he has remained in wheelchair. In his house, he had a stove that smokes constantly and didn’t heat. It was an old stove. Because he don’t has a disability pension and because he lives from the peoples mercy, he couldn’t buy a new stove. With the sponsors charity help, Maranatha Romania bought him a new stove because he needed it badly. Also, he received food, clothes, and he received firewood from a nearby yard. We want to thank the Lord and the sponsors who were involved in this charity project with funds for buying the stove and food.

Related posts:

1. **SEE PHOTO – Help a man with no arms and no legs to have a stove for winter**
2. **SEE PHOTOS – Old man without cooking sove to cook his food on – ACCOMPLISHED**
3. **Help a single mother with five children to have a stove fire in this winter WATCH VIDEO**

---

**Call to prayer – November 19 to 26 – Evangelism in the Jiu Valley**

Posted: 18 Nov 2011 08:38 AM PST
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Tomorrow, November 19, starts in the Jiu Valley an evangelism campaign in a disadvantaged and isolated neighborhood in this area.
We call on all Christian brothers to carry us in prayer, to intercede for the people of this neighborhood to receive Christ as Lord and Savior.

Related posts:

1. **Adventist Youth in Mission: “Get ready to be used by God”**

2. **Social project – Poors’ people canteen for the Holidays, in the poorest neighborhood in Jiu Valley**

3. **SPONSOR 15 000 books for the Jiu Valley**